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For 20 years, Bellman & Symfon of Sweden has worked hard to im-

prove life quality for people with hearing deficiencies. For us, it is 

a commitment, not only to develop solutions based on the latest 

digital technology, but also to include unique and user-friendly 

features that make a difference in everyday life situations. Practical 

and innovative solutions that help people to overcome some of 

the daily challenges they face due to their hearing deficiency.

The Bellman Audio series consists of an exciting range of ergo-

nomically designed products developed especially for hearing 

impaired people that demand flexibility, quality and ease of use. 

These products have been thoroughly researched and developed 

in close collaboration with audiologists, users and leading design 

experts. Together we have created products featuring unparalleled 

levels of ease and sound-quality that includes all the functions you 

want. This is the simple philosophy behind Bellman Audio.

Flexibility is strength. The Bellman Audio series encompasses a 

wide range of accessories for capturing speech and music in every 

thinkable situation. For example, you can plug in your entire home 

entertainment system to enjoy high quality stereo sound, on your 

TV, radio or CD collection, or simply use the products to enhance 

the performance of your existing hearing aid.  The possibilities are 

almost endless.  For you, this means that you can participate more 

actively in the company of friends, at work and at home. 

Trust us. The Bellman Audio products will make a great difference 

in your life, even if you are just hard of hearing from time to time, 

or are already using a hearing aid.  

Peter Jungvid

Founder and CEO, Bellman & Symfon

Designed for 
everyday life



Maxi
Digital communication aid

Bellman® Audio Maxi is a revolutionary communication aid that 

uses digital state-of-the-art technology to bring out speech and 

music in difficult listening situations. Maxi is developed especially 

for people who prefer an easy-to-use device with large tactile controls 

and clear indications. Maxi is intuitively user-friendly and has supe-

rior sound quality.

Outstanding sound. Maxi delivers the clear and crisp digital sound 

that you deserve. It fully exploits the advantages of digital technol-

ogy to clarify speech and reduce annoying background noise and 

feedback - all to give you an outstanding sound quality. Thanks to a 

unique microphone suspension, Maxi’s ultra-sensitive microphone 

is effectively protected from handling noise. This guarantees hours 

of comfortable and noise-free listening.

Easy to handle. Bellman Audio Maxi has been designed with sim-

plicity and usability in mind. The unique design makes Maxi practi-

cally intuitive to use. All common functions can be accessed using 

a single push of a button and there are no complicated menus to 

get lost in. Unparalleled ergonomics combined with high contrast 

colouring, large tactile buttons and soft grip materials, makes Maxi 

the ideal companion for hearing impaired people that demand 

flexibility, quality and ease of use.





Large ergonomic push-buttons with clear
indication for easy handling

High capacity line output for
phones and neck loop

Lockable telecoil mode for listening with
loop cushion or domestic loop 

Push-to-listen function for mixing line
input with microphone input

Unique soft grip casing for
extremely low handling noise   

Up to 150 hours battery
life for trouble free operation

High contrast LED display for
 clear volume and tone indication

Built in microphone with digital
noise reduction for clear & crisp sound

Stereo input connector for 
high quality listening

Made after your 
specifications



There is a rich flora of custom-made accessories available for Maxi. For 
instance, to enjoy high quality sound from your stereo or TV, simply 
connect Maxi to your home entertainment system with the Cable Kit or 
Scart Switch. Maxi features a unique push-to-listen function that allows 
you to enjoy high quality listening without missing out on the conver-
sation, for example when you are watching a show with your friends.

If you want to catch up on the news on travel, just place the External 
Microphone accessory next to the hotel TV and plug in your Maxi. Now 
you can enjoy clear sound, without having to connect a lot of cables.

Together with the Neck Loop accessory, Maxi becomes best friend with 
your hearing aid. Thanks to the inductive loop generated by the Neck 
Loop, you can place Maxi closer to the sound source and enjoy better 
sound from your hearing aid.

In short, Bellman Audio Maxi delivers the clear sound 
you deserve to enjoy everyday life, whether you are at 
home, at work or on the road.

At home, 
at work, on the road



Bellman® Audio
Maxi accessories

Ear Phones* Head Phones*

Model
Freq. range

Model
Freq. range

BE9122
20 Hz-20 kHz

Impedance
Sensitivity

32 Ω
104 dB/mW

BE9124
6 Hz -23 kHz

Impedance
Sensitivity

16 Ω
106 dB/mW

For easy handling. Stereo headphones 
with high sensitivity in a robust and attrac-
tive design. Selected for Maxi to deliver the 
very best feedback reduction.

For a discrete look. Stereo ear phones with 
low weight, great sensitivity and excellent 
isolation from ambient noise.  Delivers 
high clarity and great detail.

Stetoclips*

Model
Colour

BE9125
Black

Impedance
Weight

60 Ω
36 g

For high volume. The Stetoclips are cap-
able of delivering sound pressure of up to 
140 dB. They are also very comfortable to 
wear and easy to put on and take of.

* 
Model may differ with territory* 

Model may differ with territory * 
Model may differ with territory



Tele & RCA 
140 g

Neck Loop Cable KitExt. Microphone
Model
Connector

Model
Cable length

BE9126
5 m 

Connection
Weight

BE9128
3.5 mm tele

Impedance
Weight

5 Ω
30 g

For Hi-fi sound. Use the Cable Kit to con-
nect your Maxi with your multimedia equip-
ment and enjoy high quality stereo sound. 
Includes teleplugs and RCA adapter.

For your hearing aid. For high quality & easy 
listening with your hearing aid. Simply plug 
the Neck Loop into your Maxi, hands free or 
MP3 and put your hearing aid in T-position.

Model
Cable Lenght

BE9127
5 m

Directivity
Colour

Omni
Black

For your mobility. Especially developed 
for Maxi as an easy-to-setup TV listening 
solution in mono. Simply attach the micro-
phone close to the TV’s loudspeaker.



Scart Switch*

Model
Colour

BE1360
Black

Input
Output

DVD/VCR/SAT
3.5 mm teleplug

For Hi-fi TV listening. Enjoy high quality sound 
from your TV.  Plug the Scart Switch into your 
TV and connect your DVD, Video or Cable TV. 
Selects the right sound source automatically.

Loop Cushion
Model
Cable length

BE1150
9.5 m

Impedance
Connector

6 - 8 Ω
DIN

For wireless TV listening. Works with Maxi 
and hearing aids with telecoil. Place the Loop 
Cushion under the pillow of your sofa and 
connect it to your TV with the Loop Amplifier.

Loop Amplifier*

Model
Colour

BE1140
Black

Power supply
Volume control

220 VAC
Yes

The Loop Amplifier connects the television 
to the Loop Cushion and supplies it with 
power. The Loop Amplifier also features 
adjustable output level. 

TV listening products

* 
For Europe mainly * 

For Europe mainly





Hearing solutions for everyday life.

For 20 years, Bellman & Symfon of Sweden 
has worked hard to improve life quality for 
people with hearing deficiencies. 
     The Bellman Audio series consists of solu-
tions that have been thoroughly researched 
and developed in close collaboration with 
audiologists, users and leading design ex-
perts. This guarantees products with great 
sound quality and unparalleled ease of use.
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